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Details of Visit:

Author: Ghenghis
Location 2: London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 26 Jun 2009 11am
Duration of Visit: 90
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Amy Vergnes
Website: http://www.adoreamy.co.uk
Phone: 07510575903

The Premises:

Nice hotel near Kensington High Street

The Lady:

As per her web site, a genuine and down to earth 36 year old independent, normally based in
Scarborough. Amy is curvy (Not fat but not skinny either) with long dark hair, big blue eyes, nice
skin and natural 34G breasts. She dresses smartly and tries very very hard, and fails, to get into far
too small blouses!!

The Story:

Another lady found via Punternet contacts.
I had spoken to Amy on several occasions and we had even tried to meet up for lunch (and afters)
in Blackpool when our paths almost crossed before but never managed it, so when I found out she
was touring London, I trecked over to see her.
I texted her a confirmation before setting out, however the journey was murder with trains running
late and cancelled and it took three changes before I was sure of arrival. Despite the confusion and
chaos, I arrived within a minute of the stated time and phoned Amy who gave me directions to her
room so that I could by-pass reception completely.
On arrival I was greeted with an enthusiastic and well presented Amy who was smaller than I had
expected but full of vigour and who proceeded to greet me lustily.
Apologising for being hot and sweaty I dispensed with the paperwork and went into the bathroom
for a quick shower, assisted slightly by Amy who chatted to me and provided a fluffy towel brought
from her home.
After that, naked bar for a towel I came back in to the room and protested that (Unusually for me)
the lady was still fully dressed.
She quickly and joyfully rectified that and we got down to mutual exploration.
What followed was the usual things that go on when two experienced people decide to make smiles
but for those that need more details suffice to say that her pussy is well shaven and tasty, her
mouth soft and gentle no matter how you are experincing it, her breasts like comfy pillows with very
responsive nipples and overall she is an easy lady to spend a very very pleasant hour or so with.
After the main event we lay and chatted for a while and then repaired to the bathroom for a very
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pleasant shower and rub down.
We then left the hotel and repaired to our lunch appointments which by that time were almost
dinner.
At the end of the day, if you want a good, down to earth Working Girl with a great attitude, who is
uninhibited and has an adventure playground for a body, then Amy is probably a very good bet
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